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Character Name
Race

Half

Cleric - 1

Class & Level

Height & Weight

Age & Sex

Hit Points

Recoveries

1d8

21
Maximum

Death Saves

You and nearby
allies get +1 to
Death saves

Current

Icon Relationships

Talents & Features
Small: (Racial) Gain +2 AC bonus vs opportunity
attacks.
Evasive: (Racial) Once per battle, force an enemy
that hits you with an attack to reroll the attack at a -2
penalty.
Ritual Magic: (Feature) Clerics can cast their spells
as rituals. (see p192, 13th Age rulebook)
Domain: Healing: (Talent) When you cast a spell
that lets you or an ally heal using a recovery, the
target also adds hit points equal to double your level
to the recovery. Feat: When you cast a spell that
allows an ally to heal using a recovery, you can let
them use one of your recoveries instead. (If you also
have the Protection/ Community domain, any nearby
ally can expend the recovery instead of you.)
Gain Invocation of Healing.
Domain: Life: (Talent) - You and your nearby allies
gain a +1 bonus to death saves. Gain Invocation of
Life.
Domain: Protection: (Talent) - Once per battle, you
can aﬀect two additional allies when you cast a spell
for broad eﬀect. Gain Invocation of Protection.

Saving Throws
Easy: 6+
Normal: 11+
Hard: 16+

One Unique Thing

Melee Basic Attack

At-Will

12

MD

16

12

At-Will

Ranged Basic Attack
Standard Action
Target: One Creature
Attack: +1 vs AC
Hit: 1d4 damage (Hand Crossbow)
Miss: n/a

Daily

Ranged Spell
Quick Action
Eﬀect: You can cast this spell for power or for
broad eﬀect.
Power: One nearby ally gains a +2 attack
bonus until the end of the battle.
Broad: Choose up to three nearby creatures
(including you); each target gains a +1 attack
bonus until the end of the battle.

Cure Wounds

AC

Backgrounds

Standard Action
Target: One Engaged Creature
Attack: +4 vs AC
Hit: 1d8+3 damage (Mace)
Miss: 1 damage

Bless

PD

Daily

Ranged Spell
Quick Action
Eﬀect: You or a nearby ally can heal using a
free recovery.

Heal

2 / battle

Close Quarters Spell
Quick Action
Special: You can use this spell twice per battle.
Target: You or one ally you are next to.
Eﬀect: The target can heal using a recovery.

Javelin of Faith

At-Will

Ranged Spell
Target: One nearby enemy.
Attack: +5 vs PD
Hit: 1d6 + 4 holy damage.
Miss: 1 damage

Spirits of the Righteous

1 / battle

Ranged Spell
Target: One nearby enemy.
Attack: +5 vs MD
Hit: 4d6 + 4 holy damage and a nearby ally
with fewest hit points gets a +4 AC bonus until
the end of your next turn.
Miss: A nearby ally with fewest hit points gets
a +2 AC bonus until the end of your next turn.
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Feats

Gear, Equipment & Money

Domain: Healing (A)

Mace
Finely Fitted Plate Mail
Shield emblazoned with Holy
Symbol.

Invocation of Healing

Daily

Close-Quarters Spell
Quick Action
Special: You can only have one Invocation up
at a time. It also does not stack with another
Invocation by another caster.
Eﬀect: Gain an extra use of your Heal spell this
battle. The first time you use Heal this battle,
the recovery is free.

Invocation of Life

Magic Items

Daily

Close-Quarters Spell
Quick Action
Special: You can only have one Invocation up
at a time. It also does not stack with another
Invocation by another caster.
Eﬀect: This battle, you and each of your allies
can each separately add the escalation die to a
single save made by that character. In addition,
you and your allies do not die from hit point
damage when your negative hit points equal
half your normal hit points; instead you die
when your negative hit points equal your full hit
points.

Invocation of Protection

Daily

Close-Quarters Spell
Quick Action
Special: You can only have one Invocation up
at a time. It also does not stack with another
Invocation by another caster.
Eﬀect: This battle, critical hits against you and
your nearby allies deal normal damage instead
of critical damage.

